We present a strong coupling constant extraction at Next-to-Leading Order QCD accuracy using ATLAS Z+2,3,4 jets data. This is the first extraction using processes with a dependency to high powers of the coupling constant. We obtain values of the strong coupling constant at the Z mass compatible with the world average and with uncertainties commensurate with other NLO extractions at hadron colliders. Our most conservative result for the strong coupling constant is α S (M Z ) = 0.1178 +0.0051 −0.0043 . *
I. INTRODUCTION
The strong coupling constant α S is a physical parameter of QCD that cannot be predicted from first principles and has to be obtained from an experimental measurement. Values of α S have been previously obtained by comparing experimental data from hadronic τ decays, deep inelastic scattering, heavy quarkonia decays or measurements from e + e − and hadron colliders against theoretical predictions from perturbative or lattice QCD (for a review see
[1]). These different extractions have different levels of sensitivity depending on the order at which the α S expansion of the observable starts. This order is α 0 S for extractions based on the R ratio. 3-jet rates and event shapes at e + e − use observables whose expansion starts at order α 1 S . At hadron colliders the ratio of three to two jet production [2] and the transfer energy-energy correlation [3] starts at order α 1 S , inclusive jet cross section [4] starts at order α 2 S . The five-jet production rates at LEP [5] , the heavy quarkonia hadronic decay width [6] and the 3-jet inclusive observables [7] are the observables with the highest sensitivity used so far, their expansion starts at order α 3 S . Typically the increased sensitivity comes at a cost, as observables with a lower sensitivity to α S can be measured more precisely than those with a higher dependency. In this work we present an extraction of α S using Z + 2, 3, 4 jets differential cross section measurements from the ATLAS collaboration [8] at a centre of mass energy of 7 TeV, comparing them to NLO predictions from BlackHat+Sherpa [9] which start at order α 2 S , α 3 S and α 4 S respectively. The increased sensitivity of the higher multiplicity observables partly compensates the larger experimental and theoretical uncertainties in such a way that the three different multiplicities yield comparable degrees of precision for the α S extraction. We combine the three multiplicities to obtain a final value for α S (M Z ).
II. EXTRACTION PROCEDURE
To obtain our α S value we compare theoretical predictions obtained from the BlackHat+Sherpa collaboration [9] with ATLAS data. We minimise the χ 2 function
where y t are the predictions from theory and y d are the experimental values. The covariance matrix C is given by
where C exp is the experimental error covariance matrix, described in section II D and C pdf and C theory are the PDF and theory uncertainty covariance matrices, which we describe in detail in section II A. Our best fit value α 0 for α S (M Z ) is the value that minimises χ 2 and the 1-σ interval is given by the values α ± of α S (M Z ) corresponding to χ 2 (α ± ) = χ 2 (α 0 ) + 1.
To obtain the values y t (α S (M Z ) we need to perform a consistent calculation of the theoretical prediction using the same value of α S (M Z ) in the hard matrix elements as the one used to fit the PDFs. This is possible since many PDF fitting groups provide dedicated fits performed with a range of value of α S (M Z ). This gives us a discrete set of values for χ 2 (α S ), in order to obtain the precise values of the minimum and 1-σ interval we fit a cubic polynomial to the discrete points and use this fit to determine the minimum χ 2 and the 1−σ interval. In this work we consider the PDF sets CT10nlo [10] , CT14nlo [11] , MSTW [12] , MMHT [13, 14] , NNPDF2.3 [15] and NNPDF3.0 [16] . In the ABM [17] PDF set the correlation between the value of α S (M Z ) and the parameters of the PDFs is stronger than in the other PDF set. As a consequence the χ 2 dependence on α S (M Z ) is much weaker and does not allow for its determination in our fit.
A. Theoretical prediction
For the theoretical prediction we used the results of Ref. [9] . In order to perform the extraction procedure and assess uncertainties, we need to re-evaluate the same NLO calculation many times with small modifications. We need to evaluate the prediction for a) different values of the renormalisation and factorisation scales, b) different PDF sets, c) each replica or error set within each PDF set and d) for each value of α S (M Z ) provided by the PDF set. This type of repetitive calculation with only minor modifications in the PDF and scale setting was one of the motivations behind the development of the n-Tuples format for NLO calculations [18] . The other motivation was to allow for the flexibility of defining new observables after the calculation was performed. In our case we do not require this flexibility
given that we have settled on the histograms we want use, so we can optimise the amount of recalculation needed by using fastNLO [19] tables. We used the public n-Tuples provided by the BlackHat+Sherpa collaboration for Z+jets [9] to create fastNLO grids allowing the fast re-evaluation of a fixed set of histograms for a different PDF set and different values of the factorisation and renormalisation scales.
Due to the finite amount of statistics available in the n-Tuples the theoretical predictions have a statistical error. The corresponding covariance matrix can be computed in parallel to the generation of the fastNLO grids. Since the fastNLO library does not report statistical integration errors an alternative method has to be devised to obtain the statistical covariance matrix while avoiding the need to run a full n-Tuple analysis for each scales and PDF combination. Our strategy is to calculate the statistical covariance matrix for one reference PDF for each scale combination, and then rescale the covariance matrix entries for the other members of the set by the ratio of the bin value for the actual α S (M Z ) and the reference value:
.
This approach assumes that the relative correlation between bins is similar between predictions for different values of α S (M Z ). We found this assumption to be true at the level of a few percent for the central choice of scale and assumed it to be valid to the same level of accuracy for the other scale choices. Since the statistical uncertainty of the theoretical prediction is not the dominant term in the χ 2 this approximation is well justified.
The PDF uncertainty is obtained from the PDF error sets using the LHAPDF library [20] . We evaluated the NLO prediction for each member of the error set and evaluated the covariance matrices according to the prescriptions of Ref. [21] to obtain symmetric errors for the MSTW [12] , MMHT [13, 14] , CT10nlo [10] and CT14nlo [11] PDFs. The covariance matrices of all PDF fits have been rescaled to correspond to a 68% confidence level if necessary. The covariance matrix for NNPDF2.3 [15] and NNPDF3.0 [16] are obtained statistically from the set of 100 replica.
B. Scale uncertainty
The NLO predictions have been carried out using a factorisation and renormalisation scale µ 0 defined in terms of the the jet transverse momenta p i T and the mass M Z of the Z boson
where the sum runs over all partons in the final state. To account for the scale uncertainty we employ two different methods. The first method is to repeat the extraction using predictions In the second method we vary the factorisation and renormalisation scales by a common
and treat the value of this factor as a nuisance parameter for the fit. To do so we calculate the value of χ 2 for many different values of f µ and define the profile
and then minimise this functionχ 2 (α S (M Z )) as a function of α S (M Z ) to obtain the best fit α S (M Z ) and 1-σ uncertainty interval. Figure 1 shows the χ 2 distributions as a function of f µ and α S (M Z ) for each PDF set.
Uncertainty intervals obtained in this way account for both experimental, PDF and theoretical error sources, and also for our choice of f µ . The main advantage of this method is that it does not rely on the somewhat arbitrary values f µ = 1/2 and f µ = 2 used in the traditional approach. As can be seen from Figure 1 , the fit seems to favour slightly smaller scales than the one used for the central scale.
C. Non-perturbative corrections
Predictions provided by the BlackHat+Sherpa n-Tuples are at parton level. In order to correct for hadronisation and underlying event effects we corrected the partonic cross section using the same corrections as used in the experimental comparison to the NLO prediction [8] . These non-perturbative corrections are estimated by comparing simulated samples generated using ALPGEN [22] with and without a fragmentation and underlying event model.
In order to assess the uncertainty on these corrections two independent models are used for the non-perturbative modelling: the first set of corrections use Herwig+JIMMY [23, 24] using the AUET2-CTEQ61L tune [25] , the second uses PYTHIA [26] with the PERUGIA2011C tune [27] . In both cases the correction factors have statistical uncertainty due to the size of the simulated samples used to derive them. This uncertainty is added to the theoretical covariance matrix. As for the scale uncertainty, we use two different methods to estimate the impact of the non-perturbative corrections on our extraction. In the standard method we use the average of the correction factors for each bin to obtain the central prediction, and use the individual correction factors to estimate the uncertainty band. In a more flexible method we combine the two correction factors according to
The central value of the standard method described above corresponds to λ = 1/2 and the band is given by the values λ = 0, 1. In the second method we treat λ as a nuisance parameter. In the tail of the rapidity distributions the NLO description is not expected to be very accurate, which can be seen in an increase of the corrections described above from a few percent to over 10%. To limit the impact of this corner of phase space to our extraction we combined the last bins of the rapidity distributions into one bin for each multiplicity in such a way that the correction factor for the resulting bin does not exceed 10%.
D. Experimental data
The experimental values we used in this extraction were obtained from measurements of jets produced in association with a Z boson in proton-proton collisions at a centre of mass energy √ s = 7 TeV. The data corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb −1 collected by the ATLAS detector. The Z bosons were selected in the electron and muon pair decay channels, the jets were selected with a transverse momentum cut of p T > 30GeV and a rapidity cut |y| < 4.4.
For our α S extraction we use the results presented in [28] and available from HepData
[29] for the rapidity and transverse momentum distribution of the n-th jet in Z + n jets events. We corrected the results for the updated total luminosity reported in Ref. [30] . The experimental uncertainties can be separated into three categories: the statistical error, the systematic uncertainty and the luminosity uncertainty. The authors used the procedure described in [31, 32] to separate the correlated uncertainties into a set of independent fully correlated uncertainties which we used to calculate the full experimental covariance matrix.
III. RESULTS
The left panel of Figure 2 shows the scale dependence of α S (Q). The different points on the graph represent the value of α S obtained by restricting the fit to the transverse momentum of the second, third and fourth jets to the subsets of bins above a given threshold. Expectation value of Q 2 as a function of the minimum jet transverse momentum considered for the fit. The PDF set MSTW2008 [33] was used for these two figures.
The value of the scale Q assigned to the fit value is the expectation value of the scale used The left-hand column of plots in Figure 3 shows the best fit results for the PDF sets MSTW2008 [33] , CT10 [35] and NNPDF 2.3 [15] . These sets were chosen to facilitate the comparison with the results obtained in ref. [4] . The right-hand column of plots in Figure 3 shows the best fit results for the PDF sets MMHT [13] , CT14 [11] and NNPDF 3.0 [16] .
The results for this set of PDFs are compared with the results published in Ref. [3] . The results are given for fits to the following combinations of observables:
• each distributions separately,
• combination of the transverse momentum and rapidity for each multiplicity,
• the combination of all three transverse momentum distributions,
• the combination of all the rapidity distributions,
• the combination of all histograms.
A few patterns emerge from Fig. 3: a) the fit to the rapidity histograms favours smaller values of α S (M Z ) while fits to the rapidity distributions prefer larger values of α S (M Z ), b) fits for the lower multiplicities tend to yield only moderately more accurate results than higher multiplicity ones, c) the covariance matrix for the rapidity distributions displays a large correlation, causing their combination to yield a value more extreme than any individual result.
To estimate the share of the uncertainties due to each error source we use the quantities
defined for each error source covariance matrix C s . The χ 2 s sum up to the total χ 2 . We assign each error source a fraction χ 2 s /χ 2 of the total uncertainty. In the limit where all errors are fully uncorrelated this procedure is equivalent to summing the errors in quadrature. from choosing any two factors differing by at most a factor of two. Comparing these two columns we can see that the correlated variation covers most of the range of the uncorrelated variation.
While the 1-σ intervals from the χ 2 fit are essentially symmetric the uncertainties due to the first scale variation method are asymmetric, with the upward fluctuation generally much larger than the downward one. Using the nuisance parameter approach to scale variation we get roughly symmetric uncertainty estimates and higher best fit values. The uncertainty intervals are smaller for CT10 but larger for all other PDF sets. This approach gives more symmetric error intervals than the standard variation, as in the case of NNPDF2.3 case where the standard variation gave a very small lower variation in the standard approach. Table III collects uncommon, see for example [3, 37] .
The results of our extraction are summarised in Table IV plained by the fact that at NLO the scale uncertainty does not increase with a constant multiplicative factor with each additional power of the coupling constant. This is an important advantage of using high-multiplicity processes to extract a measurement of α S (M Z ) since adding more experimental data and improving the experimental uncertainties will improve the accuracy of the extraction significantly, while the accuracy of other methods are already limited by the scale contribution to the overall uncertainty. As our final result we choose the value obtained using CT14, using the conventional scale and NP uncertainty estimation method as they result in the most conservative result: 
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented an extraction of the strong coupling constant from high multiplicity Z+ jets processes. Our most conservative result is α S (M Z ) = 0.1178 CT14 PDF set. Table IV The lowest hanging fruit to improve on the uncertainty of the results is to improve the statistical precision of the theoretical prediction. The extraction can be improved with the larger statistics of more recent runs at the LHC and a reduction in the systematic errors of the measurement. A better understanding of non-perturbative effects will also improve the accuracy of the extraction significantly. It is reasonable to expect improvements on all these fronts in the future so we can expect large multiplicity processes to provide improved constraints on the value of the strong coupling constant in the future.
